
 
In the initiative of paurashava citizen forum the 
poor and helpless people got foods aid 
 

Daulatkhan Paurashava is situated at the bank of 
Meghna river and many poor & helpless people live 
in here. The citizen forum leaders met and discussed 
with local MP Alhaz Nurunnabi Chowdhury Shaon 
about what they should do in this pandemic 
situation for the poor. He suggested distributing 
leaflets and others to raise awareness among the  
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community people and revealed his willingness to 
distribute relief among his community people. The 
citizen forum leaders planned with him for initiatives 
and made a final list for 500 people. 
 

Meanwhile, COAST Trust, CEPI Project prepared a list 
including poor and vulnerable people of Daulatkhan  
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Paurashava for necessary LGIs services. Where 70-80 
people from beneficiay lists take place into it. The 
relief distribution program was organized at the 
front of Paurashava on 05 May 2020 where the local 
MP was present by himself. The people of Badarpur 
union thanked the local MP and Mayor for their 
outstanding contribution. The citizen forum of  
Daulatkhan Paurashava also cordial to the COAST 
Trust for involving and allowing them in such kind of 
nice activities. 
 

In the initiative of citizen forum and supported 
by union parishad Latifa Begum got assistance 
 

Boro Moheshkhali is a union of Moheshkhali Upazila 
where living a poor women who is struggling from 
COVID-19 pandemic situation. Her hosue is in ward 
no-2 near Munshir deiel. After death of her husband 
she took the responsibility of her family. Working in 
others house and sewing machine she carring out of  
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her family. In the effect of Corona pandemic her all 
sides stopped and felt into disaster of hungry. She 
could not receive any assistance from gonernment, 
non-government and personal yet. Not taking food 
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they passed many days. Getting information Mrs. 
Bulbul Akhter, president of citizen forum went her 
house and discussed with her about whole the 
process. There was no existing services in LGIs that’s 
she could not help her and got assumed. But she 
ensured her that she will include her name in the 
next service when distribute. Instant she gave 1,000 

take from her 
own pocket. 
Whenever 
“World Health 
Organization” 
started to give 
support her 

name included in list by the support of Bulbul Apa. 
She received 4,500 taka and 60 Kg rice from LGIs. 
Getting the support she is pleased and thankful to 
the chairman and also Bulbul Apa. 
In the initiative of citizen forum and supported 
by the chairman a drain was built in a school 
Sayedpur is a union of Daulatkhan upazila where is 
61 no Shukdev government school situated in ward 
no-7. There are 700-800 students studing in this 
school. There is water logging because of not having 

high field in 
the school 
every year. 
As a result 
students 
felt into 
various 
problems 
and can’t 
move even  
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paying when rain falts. The teacher can’t go into the 
class room crossing the field in that time. It is the 
very crusial and painful which kills their time. 
Mr. Taslim Talukder was present it in union citizen 

forum 
meeting and 
after in 
January 2020 
ith was 
present in 
UDCC 
meeting and 

Photo: Nipa Begum, Drain-rebuilt sign 
everyone gave same opinion. Mr. Vutru Talukder, 
Chairman said to ward member and do it as early as 

possible. The member constructed it rapidly 
engaging many workers. Now it is very pleasing for 
all and happy too. The guardian of students and 
school management thanked to the citizen forum 
and also thankful to the chairman. 
 

In the initiative of citizen forum a road was 
construction by the support of UP chairman 
 

Moheshkhali Upazila has a hill track based union 
named Coto Moheshkhali. High Ghona place in ward 
no-5 there are about 200 family 
live in. They have an only road 
to mive on which is felt into 
water in rainy season. For its 
there is remined anxious among 
the people and hey were 
looking for solution. 
 

In 04 March 2020, a ward shava 
was organized where an agenda was present by the 
president of ward citizen forum. Every participants 
was given same opinion and 
wanted a solution for its. The 
chairman of this union said to 
ward member and make a plan 
as early as possible. 
For reconstruction 550,000 taka 
was being taken as budget and 
started work quickly. In the 
support of people the road is 
almost complete and prepared for moving people 
and vehicles. The people cordial to the citizen forum 

leader Mr. 
Aiyubur 
Rahman. 
Getting nice 
initiatives 
people are 
pleased and 
thankful to 

the chairman. 
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